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Designing customized EMI filters is a challenging task since the choice of the circuit topology as well as of the discrete values of the electric components, for satisfying multiple electrical requirements, is not trivial and no-standard guidelines are available. In this letter, an approach based on a particle swarm optimizer, used in conjunction with a circuital simulator, is described. By using equivalent models of commercial components, such a method allows the synthesis of reliable and ready-to-build filters. As an example, a filter prototype is realized and its efficiency assessed through numerical and experimental evaluations.
Introduction: Electromagnetic interference (EMI) is a relevant problem in electric and electronic systems. As a matter of fact, devices and installations have to meet international EMI standards concerned with conducted interferences. Towards this end, EMI filters are usually needed in order to reach a proper RF noise suppression. As far as electric and electronic industry is concerned, the problem of designing EMI filters is recast as that of determining the most economical circuit architecture that satisfies assigned constraints on insertion losses (common mode and differential mode) and able to withstanding low-frequency voltage and current ratings [1] , as well. In such a framework, some non-negligible difficulties arise from the uncertainty on the knowledge of the frequency behavior of both the internal impedances modeling EMI sources and the loads connected to I/O ports of the filter. As a consequence, methods for the EMI filter design able to deal with several (and in some cases, conflicting) and realistic constraints, are not generally available. As a matter of fact, state-of-the-art techniques [2] are mainly based on worst-case methodologies or on empirical assumptions. Moreover, they often require experimental data and detailed physical descriptions of passive devices (not usually available from the components suppliers). On the other hand, research activities devoted to the synthesis of EMI filters [3] [4] [5] are mainly aimed at optimizing the values of the components of an a-priori defined circuit topology. In this letter, the design of a mono-phase AC filter is recast as an optimization problem solved by means of a Particle Swarm Optimizer (PSO) [6] that employs equivalent circuital models available from datasheets of commercial components.
EMI filter design and experimental measurements:
By assuming an impedance value of 50 Ω for both the noise source and the load, the following project constraints have been assumed. An insertion loss behaviour in the 10 kHz -30 MHz frequency range for the common mode and differential mode described by the masks shown in Fig. 3 and Fig 
